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About This Game

Officially licensed version of the “Mensa Select” award-winning board game!

The Laser Game Khet 2.0: Mind blowing laser fun for players ages 9-99. Using simple rules that can be learned in minutes
players alternate turns moving Egyptian themed mirrored pieces, after which they fire their laser with the goal of blasting their

opponents Pharaoh to win the game!

Buy it once, play it on PC, Mac, & Linux!

Features:

 Play locally or online.

 Play against the computer – AI with five difficulty levels.

 Includes “hot-seat”/”pass-n-play” mode for multiplayer using only one computer.

 Full 3D with camera-control

 Full controller and “Steam Big Picture” support
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 Switch seamlessly between playing with mouse/keyboard and gamepad.

 Friggin’ lasers!

 Elo Ratings for online games – ranked on a Steam Leaderboard

 Steam Trading Cards, Badges, Backgrounds & Emoticons

 Dozens of Steam Stats & Achievements.

 The Khet board game is a winner of many awards including “Mensa Select”, “Popular Science: Best of 2011 Toy Fair”,
and was a Toy Association “Toy of the Year Finalist”.

 Steam version has no added DRM and can run everything except the online play & Steam-specific bonuses (Steam
Achievements, Steam Leaderboards, etc.), without any internet connection and/or without Steam installed.
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Title: Khet 2.0
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BlueLine Games
Publisher:
BlueLine Games
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ w/ GL_ARB_framebuffer_object

Storage: 333 MB available space

English,Russian,Turkish,Czech,Polish,French
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I was super excited for Drawful 2, and it delievered on its promises! This is the sequel to the original Drawful which was part of
the first Jackbox Games collection. This is a great standalone version that expands a bit on the original. They added some
features that make it worth the price. For ten bucks, this is a pretty good deal. I would recomend it to anyone that enjoys game
night with friends and/or family, or likes to twitch stream to a big audience.

The game is super simple and easy to pick up, and anyone can play since pretty much everyone has a device that can connect to
the internet. I love the new option to create your own 'episodes'. It turns it into a more personalized experience with inside jokes
and references maybe you and your friends would only understand. Makes for a really great time.

I love that you now have two colors to work with. You cant erase, which makes the game that much more rediculous. The
music, sounds, and voice acting is great. Pretty much everything is spot on. Big fan of the Jackbox games and this is a good one
to add to the collection.

TL;DR: It's drawful but better and more of it, it's worth the small price tag.. I never played this game because my antivirus
detects a Gen:Variant.Sirefef.439 virus inside it.. 3SwitcheD is a game is a puzzle game at heart but is it a puzzle game you
would want to play ? This game is bassicly Bejeweled with some really lame 3D Effects. The game is of course almost an exact
copy of Bejeweled or as many of these match 3 games. It has 6 diffrent game modes which all feel sort of the same just one of
them feel diffrent then the rest. The soundtrack is pretty bad its just a few sounds that replay until it gives you a head ache.
Overall this game is pretty lame for the price is going dont buy it. Go buy Bejeweled instead or another match three game just
skip this one i give 3SwitchedD 4/10. A nice and simple little adventure game. The graphics are low-poly and it runs smoothly,
except some areas where you can get stuck when climbing around on stones and such. It takes inspiration from lots of different
titles and comines them in a fun little package.. It is as if the people at rake in grass asked the young me what I wanted from a
sequel and I answered:
EVERYTHING BIGGER BETTER MORE BADASS!
The game is at least for now less chaotic than the first one but the mayhem feels so much better in a way. I feel the game is also
more fair. The game is also better visually of course.
This early access "demo" already exceeded my expectations. Now if they add some wacky comic-style story, silly enemies, and
a lot more stuff to shoot, it's GOTY in my heart.
10ducky\/10 First time I bought an early access game.
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I enjoyed this game and wished I could give something to the maker of Return. Then, I noticed the donationware DLC and
thought, 'Wow, what a clever idea! All free games should have something like this!" So, here you go. Bravo, creators! It was a
fun ride of a game! ^^ And hey, my fellow gamers, if you have one cent short of a buck laying around, give it to these guys if
you enjoyed their game! Supporting small studios or Indies is great, because if they get enough support, they can make even
greater games down the road! And are you up for more great games? I know I am! XD. This is actually pretty good, I wish we
could zoom out a bit (it's a bit nauseating being so close to everything but I got used to it)

I'm surprised it hasn't sold more than this, lack of marketing maybe?. This game is good i can't stop playing
You need to get deeper in to it at the start I was like hmmzzz boringg
But if you find out what things you can do in the game... it's amazing
Nice loot system the higher you go in floors the harder it gets
Upgrade your stats defend your room find blue prints super cool crafting system
Cool missions this game for me is a 9/10 don't know why its so mixed...
. Lovely Little game.
altho there isnt much of a online compatition there is a lovely coop.
i enjoy fighting the AI (NPC) In this game with my friend.
Its fun as you can play with Knight , Archer & Mage.
Its a fun little battle you can play .

Would recommand when you're Bored.
Not good graphics but lovely gameplay.
6,5/10. Great game, really fun, already love it, but I did run into a small problem. I made it very far and almost made $1000000,
had a full roster of troops (10 level 4 security and 2 level 5, 2 level 4 and one level 5 had special abilities), ran into a monster on
the road, put in my best troops for a security level of 18, was about to click start battle, than a fatal error popped up and shut my
game down. Actually got me to laugh for a while. I'm looking forward to the development of this game and what gets
implemented.. Solid game.

It's not a particually innovative title, but one that truely expresses VR as a gaming platform.

It's a game where you think about your physical body in the game's world, and your relationship to it.

Gameplay is exactly as it says on the "tin", it's simple and unremarkable.

The best way I can describ is that feeling you got as a child when you played ball with a wall bouncing off the wall to the
ground, back to you repeat, but the wall gets a little further away each time you catch it, and you want to see how far you can
take this game before the ball bounces twice.
. Please keep working hard on the game!
It has a lot of potential!
Small suggestions:
- Please give us the option that the quick-camera-button remains pressed. The camera work in the build mode is very tiring in
the long run. If this isn`t possible, please give more camera options. The normal camera is reeeeeeeally slow and anoying.
- I just closed the game because I could not delete an item (roof rack) with a right-click, no matter which selection I was in..
Love it, love it, can't brat it but thats the joy. It takes me back to my childhood, painting model soldiers and having endless wars
on an unmade bed. The graphics are good, the battles are not easy, and I think that if you play this game, you should acquire a
good tactical miltary knowledge for the era. Love it.
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